Surface science using coupled cluster theory via local Wannier functions and
in-RPA-embedding: the case of water on graphitic carbon nitride
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A rst-principles study of the adsorption of a single water molecule on a layer of graphitic carbon nitride employing an embedding approach is presented. The embedding approach involves an
algorithm to obtain localized Wannier orbitals of various types expanded in a plane-wave basis and
intrinsic atomic orbital projectors.

The localized occupied orbitals are employed in combination

with unoccupied natural orbitals to perform many-electron perturbation theory calculations of local
fragments. The fragments are comprised of a set of localized orbitals close to the adsorbed water
molecule.

Although the surface model contains more than 100 atoms in the simulation cell, the

employed fragments are small enough to allow for calculations using high-level theories up to the
coupled cluster ansatz with single, double and perturbative triple particlehole excitation operators
(CCSD(T)). To correct for the missing long-range correlation energy contributions to the adsorption
energy, we embed CCSD(T) theory into the direct random phase approximation, yielding rapidly
convergent adsorption energies with respect to the fragment size. Convergence of computed binding
energies with respect to the virtual orbital basis set is achieved employing a number of recently
developed techniques. Moreover, we discuss fragment size convergence for a range of approximate
many-electron perturbation theories. The obtained benchmark results are compared to a number
of density functional calculations.

I.

INTRODUCTION

(CCSD(T)).
Here, we investigate the case of the adsorption of a sin-

First-principles modeling plays a pivotal role in the un-

gle water molecule on graphitic carbon nitride (gC3 N4 ).

derstanding of surface phenomena at the atomistic level.

Graphitic carbon nitride is a promising compound for

Adsorption processes, for instance, can only be under-

catalysis and energy storage[14].

stood with a quantum mechanical theory based on the

thermal stability and is easily processable from abun-

many-electron Schrödinger equation. Density functional

dant materials. In addition, its band gap is suciently

theory (DFT) calculations in the Kohn-Sham framework

large to overcome the endothermic character of the water-

of approximate exchange and correlation (xc) energy

splitting reaction pathway [5], which makes it interesting

functionals are the most popular approach for many the-

for applications in photocatalysis.

oretical surface science studies due to their good trade-

tivated theoretical studies of molecular adsorption pro-

o between accuracy and computational cost. However,

cesses [6, 7]. An initial step in such a reaction pathway is

the presence of uncontrolled approximations in the em-

the adsorption of a single water molecule on the surface.

ployed xc functionals often make it dicult to achieve

Theoretical studies can provide estimates of the adsorp-

the desired level of accuracy. Alternative methods, such

tion energy but have so far been limited to calculations

as many-electron perturbation theories, achieve in many

on the level of DFT. This can partly be attributed to the

systems a more controllable accuracy and could comple-

fact that the two dimensional surface is corrugated and

ment DFT calculations favorably as long as the number

needs to be modeled using relatively big supercells, mak-

of particles does not become computationally intractable.

ing it dicult to apply computationally more expensive

However, despite the fact that molecular adsorption can

but accurate methods, which are typically limited to unit

often be understood as a relatively local process, it is

cells containing only a few ten atoms. Therefore it can

challenging to take full advantage of locality and realize

be assumed that embedding approaches, as described in

a computational model that requires a quantum mechan-

the present work, help to remove limitations imposed by

ical description of only a small number of particles in the

the simulation cell.

It exhibits a high

This has also mo-

vicinity of the adsorption site without compromising ac-

The theoretical study of the adsorption process of a

curacy. In this work we apply a recently presented quan-

single water molecule on a two dimensional material un-

tum mechanical embedding approach based on a plane-

veils strengths and weaknesses of many widely-used elec-

wave basis set implementation to a prototypical molecu-

tronic structure theories.

lar adsorption problem. We obtain highly accurate ad-

der Waals (vdW) interactions in such systems can not be

sorption energies on the level of quantum chemical many-

overestimated.

electron theories up to coupled cluster with single, double

the xc functional in DFT calculations and the availabil-

and perturbative triple particlehole excitation operators

ity of numerous approximations that aim at accounting

The importance of weak van

Unfortunately, the ambiguous choice of

for the eect of vdW interactions can make it dicult
to achieve a faithful ab initio prediction of adsorption
∗

energies. Benchmark results can provide helpful insight
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into which functional is the most suitable for a particular
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system. Although high level methods such as CCSD(T)
or quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) theories have successfully produced accurate benchmark results for periodic
systems, the studied surface models often have been limited to a few ten atoms only [810].

Here, we advance

our recently published embedding strategy [11] which
enables a systematic path to approach the accuracy of
CCSD(T) for regional phenomena in large systems of
more than thousand electrons or periodic supercells with
edge lengths of more than
Regional

embedding

20Å.

techniques

for

rst-principles

methods, in general, form an active research eld [1221].
This strategy was likewise adapted for many-electron correlation methods applied to molecules as well as periodic
systems [11, 2236]. However, regional phenomena in extended (periodic) environments exhibit long-range correlation eects, such as lattice relaxations or electron dispersion, which often exceed the size of a local fragment.
As we show in this manuscript, the bonding of the water

Figure 1. Top and side view of the periodic gC3 N4 supercell

molecule to gC3 N4 , cannot exclusively be explained by

model with the adsorbed water molecule. The carbon atoms

H-N hydrogen bonds but also long-range van der Waals

and covalent bonds are displayed in gray, and nitrogen in blue.

interactions play a considerable role. Additionally, ionic

Hydrogen bonds are indicated in light red. The cell edges are

xy -plane for the top
20 Å but is not shown.

relaxations alter the electron density far away from the

sketched in the

adsorption site. Hence, restricting electron correlation to

is chosen as

view, while the height

z

local fragments only introduces sizable errors. A proper
treatment of electron correlation between the local fragment and the environment is therefore indispensable in
surface science and other regional phenomena, such as
defect or polaron formation in solids [11, 35]. To achieve
this, our plane-wave based scheme seamlessly embeds a
high-level into a low-level correlation method. A convergence of the adsorption energy with respect to the local
fragment size corresponds to a systematic approach to
the high-level accuracy for the full system. Rapid convergence can be achieved if the low-level and high-level
dispersions are quantitatively similar, as is observed for
embedding coupled cluster theory (CC) into the direct
random phase approximation (RPA) [11]. The choice of
the RPA as a low-level correlation method is particularly
favorable since it can be evaluated eciently with cubic
scaling algorithms using a plane-wave basis [37].
The paper is organized as follows.

energy (equivalently, the ground state energy) dierence

Ead = E(H2 O@gC3 N4 ) − E(gC3 N4 ) − E(H2 O) ,

(1)

where three equally shaped supercells are employed,
containing

both

(H2 O@gC3 N4 ),

the
the

adsorbed
layer

molecule alone (H2 O).

alone

water

on

(gC3 N4 ),

the
and

layer
the

The supercell for H2 O@gC3 N4

contains 584 valence electrons from 54 carbon, 72 nitrogen atoms and the water molecule using a vacuum of

20 Å,

as depicted in Fig.

1.

This corresponds to 292

spin-restricted occupied Bloch bands.

The equilibrium

positions of the atoms are obtained from a ionic relaxation using the DFT-PBE functional for all three unit
cells and can be found in the supplementary material [38].
The computationally most expensive steps of these free

In section II we

energy calculations arise from the many-electron correla-

outline our scheme to embed a high-level into a low-level

tion calculations, which are treated in an ecient embed-

correlation method in detail, including the algorithm to

ding framework. We explain this embedding procedure

construct localized Wannier orbitals as well as technical

in detail in Sec. II A.

details to the many-electron correlation methods.

The

All calculations start from a periodic spin-restricted

performance and results of our embedding scheme ap-

Hartree-Fock (HF) reference of the entire supercell at

plied to the adsorption energy of H2 O on gC3 N4

the

are

Γ-point.

We use the plane-wave based Vienna Ab-

vasp)

presented and discussed in section III A and III B, re-

Initio Simulation Package (

spectively.

HF ground state, natural orbitals [40, 41], as well as

[39] to calculate the

the many-electron correlation at the second-order MøllerPlesset perturbation theory (MP2) [42, 43] and RPA [37]
II.

METHODS AND IMPLEMENTATIONS

level of theory. The basis set is dened by the single cuto parameter

ENCUT = 500 eV and leads to about 183 000

plane-wave basis vectors which corresponds to more than
We model the adsorption by means of a

3×3

single-

600 basis vectors per occupied band.

vasp

makes use

layer of graphitic carbon nitride (gC3 N4 ) in a supercell

of the projector augmented wave (PAW) method [44]

with periodic boundary conditions. We consider the free

in combination with frozen core potentials, see Tab.

I
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Table I. Valence electrons, PAW cuto radii
fault plane-wave cuto

ENMAX

For all calculations a cuto of
Element Valence

1 s1
2s2 2p2
2s2 2p3
2s2 2p4

H
C
N
O

rC ,

and the de-

of the used PAW potentials.

ENCUT = 500 eV

rC

(Å)

ENMAX

was used.

Provided the low-level method M2 can be applied to all
electrons in the entire supercell, the presented embedding
scheme accounts for all many-electron correlation eects,
but at mixed levels of theory.

(eV)

The actual restriction of a correlation method to a local

1.10

300.000

1.60

413.992

The following six steps explain our approach which in-

1.60

420.902

volves an ecient compression of the unoccupied space

1.60

434.431

and allows for a systematic convergence of the correlation

fragment of the density is by no means trivial nor unique.

energy with respect to the size of the fragment F.
for details.

The coupled cluster calculations, coupled

cluster with singles and doubles (CCSD) and CCSD(T),
are performed with the

cc4s

code [10, 45].

All lev-

els of many-electron correlation calculations are based
on the exact same set of two-electron integrals, avoiding implementation-specic numerical issues.

The cal-

culations are performed on the Vienna Scientic Cluster
equipped with 48 Intel Platinum 8174 processors and 384
GB per node.

(i) Hartree-Fock ground state
Self-consistent calculation of the

Nocc

occupied HF

Bloch orbitals.
(ii) Unoccupied space
Diagonalize the HF Hamiltonian in the full planewave basis to obtain all

Nvir

unoccupied Bloch or-

bitals.
(iii) First compression of unoccupied space

A.

Calculate the natural orbitals at the level of the

Embedding scheme

RPA [41] for the entire supercell. Rediagonalize the

Our embedding scheme allows the controllable regional
embedding of a high-level into a low-level correlation
method for calculations in large supercells. To this end
we partition the electron density of the entire supercell
into two fragments, a local region of interest (F) and the
rest of the cell (R). In the considered adsorption process, the fragment F consists of the water molecule (in
the case of the H2 O@gC3 N4 supercell) and nearby parts
of the densities of the gC3 N4 layer.

The construction

of the fragments is achieved by selecting localized Wannier orbitals. In the following, we restate the individual
technical steps of our embedding scheme as presented in
our previous work [11]. The main dierence consists in a
new implementation of an algorithm for the construction
of localized Wannier functions of various types for periodic systems in the plane-wave basis, which we discuss
in detail in Sec. II B.
Once the density of the fragment F and the rest R are
dened by two distinct sets of localized Wannier functions, the correlation energy calculation using method M
can be restricted to orbitals in F or R (see six steps below), denoted as

E

M
F

or

M
,
R

E

respectively. We can then

decompose the correlation energy of the entire cell as
M
E M = EFM + ER
+ EFM↔R .

This decomposition is exact since

EFM↔R

(2)

is implicitly de-

ned by the above equation, while all other quantities
are explicitly dened. The contribution

EFM↔R

can be in-

terpreted as the inter-fragment correlation. Embedding
the high-level method M1 into the low-level method M2
(in short M1 :M2 ) can then intuitively be dened by

E

M1 :M2

M1

M2

pre
Nvir
= 60 · Nocc

natural

orbitals (NOs) in order to precompress the unoccupied space by a factor of ten as compared to the full
plane-wave basis.
(iv) Build fragments
Transform all occupied Bloch orbitals to

Nocc

Wan-

nier orbitals. Here we use the intrinsic bonding orbitals (IBOs) which are a special case of the PipekMezey (PM) orbitals, see Sec. II B. To each atom we
assign a set of orbitals based on the partial charge of
the Wannier orbitals. The fragment is then dened
by selecting atoms in the gC3 N4 layer, based on the
radial distance from the adsorbed water molecule,
which is included in each fragment. Finally, we diagonalize the HF Hamiltonian in the basis of the

loc
Nocc

selected Wannier orbitals (re-canonicalization).
(v) Second compression of unoccupied space
Calculate the natural orbitals of the fragment only,
based on an approximated MP2 scheme [40] using
pre
Nvir

pre-compressed orbitals to further compress

loc
loc
Nvir
= Y · Nocc
orbitals.
For MP2 and RPA we choose Y = 60 and for CCSD
and CCSD(T) we choose Y = 20 augmented by a

the unoccupied space to

basis set correction procedure.
(vi) Local correlation energy
Decompose the electron repulsion integrals (ERI)
into auxiliary three index quantities using
iliary eld variables, i.e.

NF

aux-

auxiliary basis functions

[11, 45]) Calculate the correlation energy (MP2,
RPA, CCSD, CCSD(T), . . . )

M2

= EF + ER + EF↔R ,

= E M2 + EFM1 − EFM2 .

Fock matrix using the rst

(3)

pied and

NF

N

loc
vir

for

loc
Nocc

local occu-

unoccupied orbitals and employing

auxiliary eld variables.
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common

technique based on the Polak-Ribière-Polyak update fac-

preparatory steps for regular correlation energy calcula-

Please

note,

that

steps

(i)

and

(ii)

are

tor is applied in order to speed-up the convergence. We

tions. The embedding procedure mainly consists in steps

refer the reader to Ref.

(i)+(ii)+(iv)+(vi).

tions are considered as converged, once the norm obeys

The compression of the unoccupied

space in steps (iii) and (v) primarily serve to increase the
computational eciency. Further technical details to the
correlation methods are outlined in Sec. II C

B.

hG, Gi =

=p

Here, we present the theory and implementation of

†

)/2 < δ

The itera-

δ = 10−10 .

where we choose

For the case of the PM functional we nd

ΓPM
ij =

Localized Wannier functions

tr(GG

[46] for details.

∂LPM
∂u∗ij

(7)

NX
occ
atoms N
X
A

k

hχi |PA |χk i ukj

N
occ
X
lm

p−1

hχl |PA |χm i u∗lj umj

various types for large supercells in the Vienna Ab Ini-

∂
The optimal step size µ obeys
∂µ L[exp(±µG)U ] = 0 and
is estimated by a polynomial line search approximation

tio Simulation Package

as described in Ref. [46]. A positive sign

the algorithm to construct localized Wannier functions of

vasp.

The algorithm essentially

follows the work of Abrudan et al.

[46] which has al-

ready been used for orbital localization of molecules and
solids in Refs. [4749]. Localized Wannier orbitals

|Wi i

are obtained by a unitary transformation of the (delocalized) spin-orbitals

|χj i,
N
occ
X
i

uij |χi i .

(4)

sampling. The unitary matrix

uij

is deter-

mined by the optimization (maximization/minimization)
which ultimately denes the local-

ized Wannier orbitals. For instance, the PM localization
[51] is dened by maximizing the atomic partial charges,

LPM [{uij }] =
p≥2

and

i

| hWi |PA |Wi i |p ,

A

(5)

PA =

P

spin-polarization, a separate cost functional is considered
for each spin. While our implementation allows the optimization of any cost functional

uij

L

which is polynomial in

(including also other optimizations beside orbital lo-

calization), we choose the PM localization cost functional
and its variants as a specic example. In particular, we
consider the IBOs which are obtained by choosing intrinsic atomic orbitals (IAOs)

|µIAO i for the projector PA

in

the construction of the PM cost functional [52].

The algorithm to maximize/minimize the considered
constrained optimization (UMCO) procedure.
from a stochastic unitary matrix

Starting

U = (uij ) each iteration

step propagates the unitary matrix according to

U −→

exp(±µG) U

The Riemannian derivative
clidean

hχi |µi
PA . The

calculation of these overlaps are parallelized and has
previously been implemented for an interface between
wannier90 in Ref.

[53].

In contrast, the iter-

ations (6) are not parallelized, instead run individually
on each rank but with separate stochastic initialization.
This redundancy allows for a simple consistency check
of the reached extremum of the cost functional in order
to reveal local minimum issues, if present.

The com-

putational complexity of the iterations are dominated by
matrix multiplications, hence follow a cubic scaling in
the number of orbitals to localize. Timings are presented

.

ΓPM
ij

from Eq. (7) is not obvious and can be achieved using
the following equivalent formulation,

ΓPM
ij = p

NX
atoms

(XA YA )ij (YA† YA )jj

p−1

.

(8)

A
The atomic overlap matrix
tered on atom

†
YA = XA
U

A

(XA )iµ = hχi |µi

with

µ

cen-

only and its unitary rotated variant

was used. For each atom, matrix multiplica-

tions have to be performed, resulting in a complexity of

2
2
Natoms · Nocc
(Nµ /Natoms ) = Nocc
Nµ ,

where

Nµ /Natoms

is the number of atom centered functions per atom.
As atom centered functions we choose IAOs, |µi →
|µIAO i, which can be obtained from atomic functions |fµ i

by a simple projection procedure,

cost functional is essentially an iterative unitary matrix

e µi ,
|µIAO i = (1 + O − O)|f
where we follow the formulation of Janowski [54].
atomic functions

|fµ i

(9)
The

may be HF or DFT solutions of

an isolated atom, but also Hydrogen-type or Slater-type
(6)

functions are a valid choice. The two projectors are dened by

G = ΓU † − U Γ†

is anti-

G† = −G, and is calculated from the Eu∗
derivative Γ = ∂L/∂U . A conjugate-gradient

Hermitian,

−µ

The plane-wave basis and the specics of the PAW

in Sec. III. The cubic scaling of the evaluation of

N
occ NX
atoms
X

µ∈A |µihµ| is a projector onto
atom centered functions |µi at atom A. In the case of
where

L.

method have to be respected only in the preparatory cal-

vaspand

here, since we currently aim for large supercells using a

L

corresponds to a minimization of

to compute the action of the atomic projectors

The expected Brillouin zone integration [50] is neglected

of a cost functional

is used for

culation of the overlaps (scalar product) between

|Wj i =

Γ-point-only

+µ

the maximization (e.g. for the PM functional), while

O=

N
occ
X
i

|χi ihχi | ,

e=
O

N
occ
X
i

|e
χi ihe
χi | .

(10)

5

Figure 2. From left to right and from top to bottom: isosurfaces of the densities of the fragments 1 to 7. These fragments
correlate 4, 8, 16, 24, 32, 36, and 40 occupied orbitals. Bottom right: Change in the electron density between the ionically
relaxed layer with adsorbed water molecule and the pristine layer. Positive and negative change in the density is illustrated in
yellow and blue, respectively.

While

O is simply the projection onto the occupied space,

projects onto the space spanned by

"
|e
χi i = orth
with the overlap matrix

X

−1
|fµ i Sµν
hfν |χi i

µν

Sµν = hfµ |fν i.

(11)

The subsequent

orthogonalization is denoted as orth. The orbitals decorated with a tilde,

101

#

|e
χi i,

can be understood as the oc-

10−2

hG | Gi

e
O

10−5
10−8

cupied orbitals as described by the certainly incomplete

{|fµ i}.

minimal basis spanned by
pied orbitals

|χi i

Note that the occu-

0

originate from a preceding mean-eld

20

calculation using the plane-wave basis, which we consider
as the complete basis. The action of

e on |fµ i in Eq.
O−O

(9) constructs the necessary augmentation, such that the
IAOs

|µIAO i

form an exact basis of the occupied space

as described by the complete basis. This is true as long
as no single occupied orbital is orthogonal to the atomic

P

6 0, ∀i. Additionally, if the density
ν hfν |χi i =
IAO
spillage of the tilted orbitals is not too large, |µ
i exfunctions,

Figure 3.

40
60
Iteration

80

Convergence of the iteration steps in the UMCO

localization scheme to construct IBOs for the supercell of
H2 O@gC3 N4 . The gradient norm decays exponentially and
−10
reaches 10
after 87 iteration steps. Each iteration step
took about 0.46 seconds on one single core and rotates all 292
orbitals at once, as formulated by Eq. (6).

hibits almost the same spatial shape as the atomic function

|fµ i.

In this case, the IAOs can be considered as a

minimal but exact atom centered and local basis for the

CCSD(T) theory. The localized electronic states are re-

occupied space. Furthermore, the atomic partial charge

canonicalized using

in the PM cost functional (5) are stable against dierent

canonical formulations of all many-electron theories.

choices of atomic functions
the projectors

PA ,

|fµ i

if the IAOs are used for

as shown in Ref.

[52].

The result-

ing Wannier orbitals are thus the IBOs. The exponential
decay of the gradient norm

hG, Gi

using the presented

UMCO algorithm applied to water on gC3 N4 is shown in
Fig. 3.

vasp,

making it possible to employ

The virtual orbitals are computed using the following
two-step procedure as already outlined in Ref.[11].

We

rst compute the RPA natural orbitals (RPANOs) for
the full supercell prior to the localization procedure of
the occupied orbitals[41]. We truncate the RPANOs to a
subset constructed from 60 natural orbitals per occupied
spatial orbital and re-canonicalize the Fock matrix in this
subspace. We refer to the corresponding total number of

C.

Electron correlation methods

unoccupied orbitals at this stage by

pre
Nvir
.

In the second

compression step we compute approximate MP2 natural
For the post-HF calculations of the localized electron
states in the fragment we employ MP2, RPA, CCSD, and

orbitals for a set of localized occupied orbitals. To this

pre

end we calculate the virtual-virtual (Nvir

pre
× Nvir
)

block

6

of an approximate MP2 reduced density matrix dened
by Eq.2 in Ref. [40]. In this step, the sum over the oc-

−0.04

matrix is restricted to a set of semi-canonicalized set of
occupied orbitals that are localized on the fragment. As
a consequence, the resulting approximate MP2NOs with
the largest occupation numbers are also localized on the
fragment. We refer to the corresponding number of employed NOs by

Ead (eV)

cupied orbitals for the expression of the reduced density

loc
Nvir
.

−0.20
−0.36
−0.52
−0.68
−0.84

Once an optimized set of localized occupied and virtual

−1.00

orbitals has been obtained for each fragment, the required
information for the post-HF calculations is passed to the

cc4s

dMP2 full cell
RPA full cell
dMP2
RPA

0

50

code, which performs MP2, CCSD and CCSD(T)

100

150
loc
Nocc

200

250

300

calculations. In addition to the HF orbital energies, the
decomposed ERI are required for the MP2 and CC calculations. We note that certain integrals are computed on-

Figure 4. Non-embedded calculations of the adsorption ener-

the-y in order to minimize the memory footprint of the

gies from correlation restricted to the bare fragments at the

CCSD calculations. For the decomposed ERI, we employ
a procedure that was previously described in Ref. [45] and
involves auxiliary three index quantities using

NF

opti-

level of dMP2 and RPA. Reference values for the full cell are
also provided.

Clearly, the bare fragments fail to approach

the full cell result.

mized auxiliary basis functions. All Coulomb integrals,

pq
, needed by coupled cluster theories can be computed
Vsr
using the following expression

pq
Vsr

=

NF
X

rection that was previously introduced in Ref. [55]. This
correction includes contributions from two terms: (i) a
BSIE correction on the level of MP2 theory and (ii) an

q
Γ∗ pF
s ΓrF ,

(12)

F =1

approximation to the BSIE of the particle-particle-ladder
(PPL) term contribution to the CCSD energy. We have
concluded in Refs. [5557] that these are indeed the dom-

where

inant BSIE contributions on the level of CCSD theory

been obtained using a singular value decomposition out-

Refs. [58, 59] have shown related ndings. The employed

p, q, r and s refer to (occupied or virtual) orbital
indices. F refers to auxiliary basis functions that have
lined in Ref. [45]. For the present work, due to the local
character of both occupied and virtual orbitals, signicant reductions of the auxiliary basis set size are possible
without compromising the precision of computed correlation energies. We have carefully checked that the computed correlation energies are converged to within meV
with respect to the size of the optimized auxiliary basis
set. We stress that as a result of the optimisation procedure described above, all dimensions that contribute
to the scaling of the computational complexity of the
electron correlation methods exhibit a linear scaling with
fragment size:
wave basis set.

loc
NF ∝ Nvloc
ir ∝ Nocc ,

despite using a plane-

To achieve basis set converged electronic correlation

for a wide range of properties. In passing we note that
PPL correction is electron pair specic and depends on

MP2
.
ij

As described in Ref.[55], this approach (also re-

ferred to as FPb+∆ps-ppl) yields CCSD reaction energies that deviate from the CBS limit by about

11

meV

only, which is closer to the CBS limit than F12 calculations employing an aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. For the sake
of brevity we will simply refer to the CCSD CBS limit
energy estimates obtained in this manner as CCSD energies.
The (T) correlation energy contribution is computed
using 20 natural orbitals per occupied orbital, which is
considered a well converged CBS limit estimate.

This

is partly conrmed by benchmark results published in
Ref.[55].

energy dierences on all levels of theory we employ the
following procedures. The MP2 correlation energy calculations are performed for each fragment using 60 natural

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

orbitals per occupied orbital. In addition, an automatic
basis set extrapolation to the complete basis set (CBS)

A.

Embedding approach

limit is performed. The extrapolation procedure was previously described in Ref.[42]. Here, the extrapolation is

We now turn to the results obtained using the embed-

performed for each electron pair correlation energy con-

ding approach and their convergence with respect to the

MP2

tribution to yield ij
. Throughout this work we refer to
CBS limit estimates when referring to the MP2 energy.

number of occupied orbitals in the studied fragments.

The CCSD correlation energies are computed using 20

lected IBOs as used for the embedding scheme. The lo-

natural orbitals per occupied orbital for each fragment.

calized occupied orbitals included in the employed frag-

To correct for the remaining basis set incompleteness er-

ments are selected according to their distance from the

ror (BSIE) of CCSD correlation energies we employ a cor-

water molecule.

Figure 2 shows the rst seven fragments built from se-
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−0.22
−0.30
−0.38
−0.46
−0.54
−0.62
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Figure 5. The adsorption energy as calculated by embedding
dierent fragment sizes of MP2 into dMP2 as well as for the
non-embedded MP2 fragments. A convergence is only visible

32

40

48

CCSD:RPA
CCSD(T):dMP2
CCSD(T):RPA

for the embedded MP2:dMP2 correlation calculation.
Figure 6. The adsorption energy as calculated by embedding

We rst discuss the convergence of dMP2 and RPA
adsorption energies with respect to fragment size. Fig. 4

dierent fragment sizes of CCSD and CCSD(T) into RPA and
dMP2 as well as for the non-embedded fragments.

depicts water adsorption energies retrieved as a function
of the number of occupied orbitals in the fragment. The
horizontal dashed lines show the dMP2 and RPA refer-

supercells. The diminished similarity manifests itself in

ence adsorption energies obtained from calculations of

the fragments surfaces. As apparent from Fig. 2 this can

the full periodic cell. We note that the adsorption ener-

not be eased using larger and larger fragments. Instead,

gies obtained for the fragments include electron correla-

the surface eect is only pushed along as the fragment

tion contributions of the bare fragments only, i.e.

only

size increases but is abruptly corrected as soon as the

(3) without embedding into a low-level

fragments reach the size of the supercell, i.e. when the

EFM1

from Eq.

4, no convergence

surfaces melt into their periodic images. Conversely, the

with respect to the fragment size can be achieved for

convergence of the non-embedded fragments is restored

dMP2 and RPA in the present system for the consid-

if the atomic sites are not relaxed, i.e. if the positions of

ered fragments.

the atoms in the layer are equivalent in the supercell with

theory M2 .

As apparent from Fig.

This lack of convergence for the non[11]

and without the adsorped water. We show the analog to

for the case of the ionically relaxed surface of TiO2 ad-

Fig. 4 for the non-relaxed case in the supplementary ma-

sorbing a water molecule.

terial [38].

embedded fragments was already observed in Ref.

In contrast, the embedding

From this we conclude that the change in

into a low-level method, M1 :M2 , leads in all cases to a

atomic positions in our studied material prohibit a local

clearly smoother convergence.

fragment-only approach to capture the electron correla-

The MP2:dMP2 embed-

ding rapidly approaches its limit at

−0.54 eV,

as shown

in Fig. 5. The progression to fragments with up to 120
correlated bands reveals a remaining numerical noise of
about

0.02 eV.

We therefore estimate the error of our

embedding results to this value.

tion eects of the considered adsorption process.
In the following we discuss the performance of our embedding scheme for the coupled cluster methods.

As

mentioned above, we believe that embedding a high-level
into a low-level correlation method allows to remedy two

Having observed that the embedding into a low-level

central issues of local fragments in periodic environments:

method substantially improves the convergence, we now

(i) it accounts for the missing non-local long-range cor-

seek to better understand the source of the slow conver-

relation and (ii) it cancels spurious long-range relaxation

gence of the non-embedded correlation energies in Fig. 4.

eects in the atomic positions.

Due to relaxations of the atoms caused by the water

larly important if lattice relaxations reduce the similar-

adsorption, the electron density is considerably altered

ity between the considered supercells. Slightly displaced

in the entire supercell, as can be observed at the right

ions result in a change of the electron density, which can

bottom in Fig.

Note that the dipole of the water

have an uncontrollable eect on the localized Wannier

molecule alone would only alter the density in a much

orbitals and accordingly on the surface character of the

smaller region of the layer.

fragments.

2.

The density change in the

The latter is particu-

Nevertheless, even in situations without re-

entire cell, however, diminishes the similarity of the frag-

laxation of the atomic positions, non-local long-range dis-

ments with and without the adsorbed water molecule,

persion interactions can prohibit a fast and smooth con-

albeit the fragments were built using the same selection

vergence of the correlation energy with respect to the

of atomic sites in the layer (step iv) of the corresponding

fragment size. In Ref. [11] we demonstrated that a rapid

8

Table II. The adsorption energy in units of meV of the water
molecule as calculated by the dierent methods.

The error

is calculated as the dierence to the CCSD(T):RPA result.
Note that we explicitly write RPA@HF to avoid confusion

electron correlation by denition. The PBE result indicates signicant correlation eects, when comparing to
the uncorrelated HF result. As corrected functionals we
employed PBE-D3 (the method of Grimme et al.

[60]

with the DFT based RPA method, which is not considered in

with Becke-Jonson damping), PBE-TS (the Tkatchenko-

this work.

Scheer method [61]), optB86B (the method of Lan-

Method
HF
PBE
PBE-D3
PBE-TS
optB86B
PBE0-MBD
dMP2
MP2:dMP2
RPA@HF
CCSD:RPA
CCSD:dMP2
CCSD(T):RPA
CCSD(T):dMP2

Ead
−206
−350
−528
−550
−568
−537
−539
−539
−436
−462
−469
−514
−521

abs. error %error

greth and Lundqvist in the optimized form as presented
in [62]), PBE0-MBD (the many-body dispersion energy

+308

-60

+165

-32

rameter

-13

+3

relation suggest an even stronger impact, such that the

-35

+7

total electron correlation contribution to the adsorption

-54

+10

energy can be assumed to be of similar if not larger order

-22

+4

of magnitude as the electrostatic energy. This suggestion

-25

+5

-25

+5

+79

-15

+53

-10

In passing we note that we perform RPA calculations

+46

-9

using a HF reference, which is in contrast to the more

method as presented in Ref.

β = 0.85).

[63] using the scaling pa-

These corrections for long-range cor-

is supported by the many-electron correlation methods
dMP2 and RPA, which could be applied to the entire
supercells. However, the large dierence between dMP2
and RPA of about

100 meV prohibits a consistent picture.

prevalent approach of performing RPA calculations on
top of a Kohn-Sham reference. The discrepancy between
dMP2 and RPA comes as no surprise, since the accuracy
of both methods is diminished in extended systems by

convergence can be observed if the low-level and high-

the following systematic problems. To mention only the

level long-range dispersions are quantitatively similar. In

most eminent issues, the MP2 (as well as dMP2) method

the language of diagrammatic perturbation theory, we ex-

suers from severe overestimations of the long-range cor-

pect this if the low-level method is a diagramatic subset

relation [64] due to the missing electron screening which,

of the high-level theory, where the former can easily be

contrary, is considerably more accurately captured by the

restricted to capturing only long-range terms accurately.

RPA, as observed for many materials [6570].

For the MP2:dMP2 and CCSD:RPA embedding this is

RPA results may be deteriorated from the self-correlation

conrmed by our presented results. In the rst case, the

problem of short-range correlation and from a too deep

low-level method accounts for the full long-range corre-

correlation hole [7173].

lation, while the second case benets from the fact that

sult nally conrms the well-known overcorrelation and

the direct ring diagrams capture important part of the

undercorrelation trends of MP2 and RPA, respectively.

screened dispersion correlation of CCSD. However, we

With about

have to assume equally that the long-range behavior of

correlation contribution and 10% to the full adsorption

the perturbative triples in CCSD(T) cannot be well ap-

energy. Having computed a reliable CCSD(T) adsorption

proximated by neither dMP2 nor RPA. The rapid con-

energy, we can conclude that PBE-D3 and PBE0-MBD

vergence of CCSD(T):RPA and CCSD(T):dMP2 is there-

achieve an excellent trade-o between accuracy and cost

fore primarily due to the rapid decay of the triples them-

for the present system. We note, however, that this is in

selves. Presumably, the seemingly faster convergence of

contrast to a related study of water adsorption on a sin-

CCSD(T):dMP2 can be attributed to the fortuitous prox-

gle layer of hexagonal boron nitride, where PBE-D3 and

imity of the nal energies of dMP2 and CCSD(T). Again,

PBE0-MBD overestimated that adsorption energy com-

we believe that CCSD(T):RPA is generally more favor-

pared to more accurate CCSD(T) and QMC ndings[9].

0.05 eV,

Yet the

The estimated CCSD(T) re-

the triples contribute 16% to the

able since the underlying CCSD:RPA is guaranteed to
converge quickly while the perturbative triples are hardly
corrected.

C.

Timings

We also report the timings of the calculations in the
B.

Adsorption energies

steps (i)-(vi) from Sec.

II A. All timings correspond to

the largest system, i.e. H2 O@gC3 N4 . The HF iterations
We now discuss the converged adsorption energies obeach method are compiled in Tab.
of

−206 meV

(step i) converged in about 210 core hours. The calcula-

The results of

tion of the unoccupied bands (step ii) takes about 3300

II. The HF result

core hours. Natural orbitals at the RPA level (step iii)

tained from each method considered.

provides a reference to measure the contri-

cost about 21000 core hours.

The localization to con-

bution of the electron correlation of the water adsorp-

struct the IBOs (step iv) nished in 0.2 core hours after

tion, since HF captures the full electrostatics but lacks

87 iteration steps. Timings for the calculation of the sec-

9

dened. The construction of localized Wannier functions

CPU Hours

10

2

10

1

using the Pipek-Mezey cost functional (in the variant for

MP2
MP2NO
CCSD(T)
CCSD

103

intrinsic bonding orbitals) was demonstrated and used to
dene the local fragments for the embedding procedure.
Our ndings show that fragment based techniques for
black box correlation calculations of regional phenomena
invariably need to correct for eects far outside the region of interest. These eects may be due to long-range
dispersion correlation as well as to distorted local fragments caused by long-range density alterations which in

100
101

102
loc
Nocc

turn are triggered by far reaching ionic relaxations of the
regional process. We demonstrated that such eects are
reliably captured by the RPA.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Figure 7. Log-log plot of the CPU hours for steps (v) and (vi)
for various fragment sizes.

See

the

supplementary

material

for

the

employed

atomic structures (POSCAR les) as well adsorption energies without preceding ionic relaxations.

ond compression (natural orbitals at the level of MP2,
step v), as well as for step (vi), MP2 and CCSD(T), can
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in-RPA-embedding: the case of water on graphitic carbon nitride
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2
CONVERGENCE OF THE ADSORPTION ENERGY FOR NON-RELAXED SUPERCELLS

Here we show an analog to Fig. 4 of the manuscript for the case of equivalent (i.e. non-relaxed) atomic positions
in the layer in the supercells with and without water. To save computing time, a smaller plane-wave basis (ENCUT =
300 eV) and less natural orbitals (40 instead of 60) where chosen for the correlation energy calculations.
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ATOMIC STRUCTURES

In the following we list all POSCAR les as used in vasp to dene the atomic species and positions. We also provide
the Hartree-Fock energy obtained with the used PAW pseudo potential.
H2 O@gC3 N4

Hartree-Fock energy: −2098.534 eV.

H2O@gC3N4
1.0000000000000000
20.3700008391999994 0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000
10.1849989889000003 17.6409373760999983 0.0000000000000000
0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000 20.0000000000000000
C N O H
54 72
1
2
Direct
0.0496039867669697 0.1483298731768369 0.5564435091556922
0.0458560036045063 0.2557866413184077 0.5216694554970678
0.0459684904918915 0.3752252555712546 0.5216584454609722
0.3826451796812914 0.4814272067640431 0.5563574140017337
0.0498096707403496 0.4789746408757268 0.4875157241297723
0.3779221075782361 0.5887568994500983 0.5207181059538137
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0.1490220132452628 0.3795613891262736 0.5570204935267483
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0.5228912409390060
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0.5851979554055277
0.4603428291374665
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0.4773778065042970
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0.5422450391562039
0.5335888040396080
0.4626404589297528
0.5212728054803298
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0.5090535245180258
0.4861679549909456
0.4613043999623850
0.5603852240764031
0.5714673718174543
0.5112869561786606
0.5359641781265382
0.5223468380949347
0.4611134084212349
0.6130439798945234
0.6075760764984104
0.5832691482637062
gC3 N4

Hartree-Fock energy: −2069.042 eV.
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1.0000000000000000
20.3700008391999994 0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000
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0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000 20.0000000000000000
C N
54 72
Direct
0.0488303140716052 0.1478536857864759 0.5576562332472806
0.0449130518337105 0.2554147638846518 0.5230533878147474
0.0448097201085649 0.3749595439865857 0.5231426268223338
0.3821636474049409 0.4811870191198117 0.5576562332472806
0.0487174838278628 0.4787101638249346 0.4887545683081748
0.3782463851670462 0.5887480972179805 0.5230533878147474
0.0508615811712641 0.5881218265897876 0.4826150806734776
0.1486372768070802 0.3788042704963207 0.5573267787430988
0.1575963625046865 0.4875078762657816 0.5228826333422886
0.2581311748795082 0.3808540493358762 0.5633470654273818
0.0396041236610879 0.7143496021578034 0.4820709198402200
0.3781430534418936 0.7082928773199213 0.5231426268223338
0.7154969807382694 0.8145203524531471 0.5576562332472806
0.0334593752541961 0.8212215802028563 0.5220000603945452
0.3820508171611915 0.8120434971582633 0.4887545683081748
0.7115797185003749 0.9220814305513162 0.5230533878147474
0.0396922448974063 0.9214149251213993 0.5631283016058377
0.3841949145045927 0.9214551599231233 0.4826150806734776
0.1511634194669931 0.7121268514285490 0.4883981427924712
0.4819706101404087 0.7121376038296491 0.5573267787430988
0.1510208070372490 0.8117460331891944 0.5575203718767975
0.4909296958380223 0.8208412095991173 0.5228826333422886
0.2587395321778988 0.7081193165473397 0.5231677269445588
0.5914645082128437 0.7141873826692049 0.5633470654273818
0.0509939941043123 0.0362971741836393 0.5640543668483713
0.3729374569944237 0.0476829354911319 0.4820709198402200
0.7114763867752293 0.0416262106532570 0.5231426268223338
0.3667927085875318 0.1545549135361848 0.5220000603945452
0.7153841504945270 0.1453768304915989 0.4887545683081748
0.3730255782307419 0.2547482584547349 0.5631283016058377
0.7175282478379285 0.2547884932564591 0.4826150806734776
0.1578226974787084 0.0301287301495509 0.5239405976700837
0.4844967528003288 0.0454601847618776 0.4883981427924712
0.8153039434737444 0.0454709371629849 0.5573267787430988
0.1484399264723505 0.1476951974980128 0.4885048801718201
0.4843541403705776 0.1450793665225230 0.5575203718767975
0.8242630291713580 0.1541745429324531 0.5228826333422886
0.2580460131065728 0.0363575031681650 0.4828453008761566
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0.9247978415461794 0.0475207160025405 0.5633470654273818
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0.7062707903277523 0.3810162688244675 0.4820709198402200
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0.9254061988445631 0.3747859832140041 0.5231677269445588
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0.5229164004555472
0.4853943036805292
0.5107166849205762
0.5845841465742462
0.5350845888363301
0.4761763822642165
0.5229982733944822
0.5849190034168025
0.4859443375703842
0.5607175594375987
0.4613741611297458
0.5367127083448849
0.4609963525474581
0.5604332118028591
0.5226093189341575
0.5229164004555472
0.4853943036805292
0.5849680576141100
0.5107166849205762
0.5118040433389373
0.4856306206144567
0.5845841465742462
0.5608527477277152
0.5350845888363301
0.5700702913475476
0.4761763822642165
0.5229982733944822
0.5095994515595306
0.4859443375703842
0.5340368903950868
0.4613741611297458
0.5367127083448849
0.4609963525474581
0.5604332118028591
0.5232072140837213
0.5226093189341575
0.5229164004555472
0.5849680576141100
0.5107166849205762
0.5118040433389373
0.4856306206144567
0.5845841465742462
0.4610012066094455
0.5608527477277152
0.5350845888363301

7
0.3385025303692061
0.6717409402067881
0.6645577172246920
0.6648856271039030
0.7860790934399391
0.7780793492628625
0.4513718815549997
0.7790871007410518
0.7777878935012438
0.8986642905061678
0.8932390084778972
0.5504896148428874
0.8930747614625387
0.6718358637025348
0.9978910505580206
0.9982189604372387
0.7847052148883353
0.8838229481762231

0.3350866837042222
0.3351725866014063
0.4493609438598798
0.5620918292416355
0.6611866245750420
0.3497843614538060
0.4424266276705822
0.4481307022721644
0.5471322654059366
0.6615409941597673
0.3441906627783808
0.4411332469898023
0.4374627029052193
0.6684200170375582
0.7826942771932086
0.8954251625749712
0.7757599610039108
0.7744665803231383

0.5700702913475476
0.4761763822642165
0.5095994515595306
0.5340368903950868
0.5367127083448849
0.4609963525474581
0.5232072140837213
0.5226093189341575
0.5849680576141100
0.5118040433389373
0.4856306206144567
0.4610012066094455
0.5608527477277152
0.5700702913475476
0.5095994515595306
0.5340368903950868
0.5232072140837213
0.4610012066094455

H2 O

Hartree-Fock energy: −29.286 eV.

H2O
1.0000000000000000
20.3700008391999994 0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000
10.1849989889000003 17.6409373760999983 0.0000000000000000
0.0000000000000000 0.0000000000000000 20.0000000000000000
O H
1
2
Direct
0.1941134177990449 0.2661924938318947 0.5404622682889695
0.2465147797639702 0.2301969514217674 0.5290342598181113
0.1643718024369889 0.2536105547463308 0.5105034718929176

